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Striking in its elegant simplicity, this beautiful and 

contemporary holiday home in South Africa’s popular 

Plettenberg Bay takes advantage of stunning views, 

a unique plot and a strong connection to nature.

PLETTENBERG BAY //
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Built for a South African couple as their dream vacation house, the pair 

sought an understated but grandiose design, with large living spaces and 

uninterrupted views. The resulting dwelling has a ‘lived-in beach house’ 

feel, and is both luxurious and uncomplicated. With its logical, sparse and 

structured floorplan, the home is comfortable as accommodation for the 

whole family (with 6 bedrooms), yet is intimate enough even when only 

used for two.

Constructed on one of the few remaining beachfront sites within this popular 

holiday destination, the site falls within a pristine and unique environment 

lying nestled at the foot of the Robberg on the Garden Route. With direct 

access to a strip of idyllic beach, the site is characterised by gently rolling 

dunes and the dense, indigenous shrubland (locally called Fynbos), which 

extends right up to the house and includes a well-established Milkwood 

thicket. Subject to hot summers and moderate winters, the property enjoys a 

cooling shore breeze from the north-east, which the design capitalises on with 

a clever orientation.

The location of the home encouraged the application of large glazed walls and 

an extensive use of outdoor space, with each facing of the house featuring a 

terrace or deck. The linear, open plan composition allows views to be accessed 

from every room, with none more striking than those on display in the living 

spaces. Designed with a south-west/north-east orientation, these interior 

volumes are open and flowing, with seamless views of the sea and distant 
mountains, accessible terraces and comfortable weather-protected zones. 

Taking advantage of the large dune that comprises the majority of the site, 

the vistas were maximised by elevating the living levels to above natural 

ground height, then terracing built forms elegantly down the dune and firmly 
anchoring the building into the landscape. Every terrace is surrounded by 

elevated planters of indigenous vegetation, reducing the visual impact of the 

house from the beach.

Sculptured rectangular spaces, linear forms and large areas of horizontal 

glazing establish a cool palette of contemporary features, which are warmed 

and given depth by the timber cladding and the access to expansive external 

terraces. Internally, the materiality is kept equally simple. The flooring is 
large format, leather-finish Neo Sardo Granite throughout, complemented 
by simple painted walls and ceilings. The house sits naturally within the 

landscape, with heathland vegetation extending right up to the structure. The 

key to the beauty of this design is its straightforward, uncluttered style.
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STEFAN ANTONI, PHILIP OLMESDAHL AND GREG TRUEN

Stefan Antoni Olmesdahl Truen Architects is driven by the dynamic 

combination of partners Stefan Antoni, Philip Olmesdahl and Greg Truen, who 

share a potent vision easily distinguished in their buildings and an innovative 

and dedicated approach to the execution of projects internationally, nationally 

and locally. Projects range from large scale commercial and institutional to 

individual high-end homes. Inspired by the challenges and opportunities of 

site, context, brief and budget, they strive to create distinctive, memorable and 

timeless buildings optimizing the clients’ quality of lifestyle and return on 

investment. The company has received numerous awards and commendations 

from some of the most respected institutions worldwide.

Basement Floor

Legend:

1. Entrance     2. Cellar     3. Laundry / Scullery     4. Gym     5. Staff     6. Services     7. Garage 

8. Entertainment     9. Bedroom Suite     10. Double Volume     11. Lounge     12. Kitchen     13. Terrace     14. Pool / Pond
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